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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents the architecture of a new dynamic multi-protocol network interface implemented 
on a TT&C satellite baseband processor. Today Ethernet is the main connection of the equipment in 
a satellite system. Various protocols are necessary to optimize support of data exchange and are 
implemented using several supports such as Serial lines, Ethernet or Internet. The capability to 
dynamically switch from one service to another, using the most adapted interface, is the key factor 
for a multi-mission, multi-satellite system.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
ENERTEC designs and produces high-end data and video acquisition, storage and processing 
systems for aerospace, defense, security and related markets.  Enertec focuses on seven core markets 
and this includes the Ground Space Segment.  Within our Ground Space Segment we offer our 
Telemetry, Tracking & Control (3801 TT&C) products and baseband systems which are used for 
satellite Assembly and Integration Tests, Launch and Early Orbit Phases and in-Orbit house-keeping 
activities.  Our latest implementation of the 3801 TT&C product range is our 3801-20 family of 
TT&C Digital Processors. 
 
The Enertec 3801 TT&C Digital Processor unit is modular in nature and supports a number of 
configurations to best meet the application-specific operational requirements.  These operational 
requirements require various communication interface protocols to optimize data exchange and are 
implemented using Serial lines, Ethernet, HDLC, Internet, and etc. 
 
In our older version of the TT&C software structure, the various communication interfaces were 
implemented by each developer manually adding and changing structures and logic everywhere in 
the code – “bit shaping”.  It would take us several days or weeks just to understand where the 
modifications had to be made.  As a result, each time a customer wanted to change a bit in a header, 
we would have to change the software in several places and retest it.  This was because each time 
you touched the heart of the system; the system had to be retrofitted. 
 
 

3801-20 TT&C DIGITAL PROCESSOR CHASSIS UNIT 
 

The 3801-20 units are very compact, and are based on the use of industry standard processors, 
operating systems and busses. 
 
The 3801 TT&C Digital Processor Chassis Unit integrates TELEMETRY, COMMAND, 
RANGING, SIMULATION and TEST functions in a single 3 U or 7U 19-inch rack-mount chassis 
as indicated in Figures 1 and 2. 
 

 
Figure 1: 3801-20 TT&C Digital Processor 3U Compact Chassis 



 

 
Figure 2: 3801-20 TT&C Digital Processor 7U Chassis 

 



 

In Figure 3, all of the I/O interfaces are grouped together on the rear panel, thereby providing fast 
and convenient interconnections to other sub-systems.  This configuration contains 2 
Telecommand/Ranging Up-Links and 3 Telemetry receivers with 2 Telemetry demodulation links 
each.  The network interface is TCP/IP Ethernet 10/100 base-T (RJ45 Connector -J1). 
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Figure 2: 3801 TT&C 3801 7U Rear Panel 
 
The 3801 TT&C Digital Processor unit performs Baseband telemetry, ranging and command 
processing with: 
 

- PM, BPSK, QPSK OQPSK and FM demodulation 
- Telemetry processing 
- Range tone processing, compatible with ESA TTC-A-004 and ESA “programmable tone” 

standards 
- Ranging Tone transmission 
- Command generation, formatting, verification 
- Telemetry simulation and PM/FM modulation 
- Ranging measurement using Telemetry as down-link channel and Command as up-link 

channel 



 
 

3801-20 TT&C COMMUNICATION INTERFACE PROTOCOLS 
 

In order to respond properly to a multi-mission multi-satellite application, we have encountered 
constraints of having several demodulation channels working in parallel in real-time against 
limitation of existing developed software. This existing software protocol principle was not 
compatible with the new configurations without a lot of modifications impossible to do within a 
reasonable time frame.  Our engineers came up with the idea of “Protocol Client/Server” logic.  This 
logic resides in a Supervisor task.  In this example, they added “Demodulation” as the server which 
provides the client with Telemetry, Doppler and Ranging data and the client just has to tell the server 
where the data has to be distributed.  This new innovative approach provided two main advantages: 
 

1. Demodulation is seen from the “outside” as a black box, and the developer who wants to 
use this box has to comply with the server rules via the callback or function pointer. 

2. As a server the Demodulation does not know what the client does with its data.  Thus 
there is no reason we could not use two different protocols on two different channels. 

 
The Space Agencies generally ask for a multi-mission system and they want to be able to support 
different protocols on different channels (TCP, HDLC, etc.).  With the new Protocol Client/Server 
logic it is very easy to do – Protocol connect to the Demodulation Servers and provide channels 
(TCP, HDLC, etc.) with data: 
 
 DEMOD  PROTOCOL  SCC 
 (Server)       (Client/Server)   (Client) 



The following logic illustrates the configuration structure necessary to set up the Protocol 
Client/Server: 
 
/*!Demodulator configuration*/ 
typedef struct 
{ 
  

int link;        /*!<Client Id, usually used as Telemetry stream id  */ 
int board;        /*!<Demodulator board USB address     */ 
int doppler_sampling_rate;   /*!<Doppler measurement period in 10ms ticks  */ 
int demod_info_sampling_rate;  /*!<Demodulation status period in 10ms ticks  */ 
int agc_rate;       /*!<AGC measurement period in 10ms ticks   */ 
tDEMOD_ADAPT_DWELL dwell; /*!<Type of dwell to manage if any : NONE, TRUE, */ 

/* QUEER see demod_adapt       */ 
int amplified;        /*!<20dB Amplifier ON/OFF       */ 
int TM_remote_process;    /*!<Telemetry processing done on remote processor */ 

/* ON/OFF           */ 
void *PMreceiver;      /*!<Handler on dwell master if any     */ 

/*!Get Dwell master config if any      
@param Hndl Handler on master dwell receiver 
@return Master dwell configuration 
@see PMreceiver         */ 

tDEMOD_ADAPT_DWELL_CONFIG (*PMreceiverConfig) 
( 

void *Hndl 
); 
/*!Get Dwell slave config if any 

@param Hndl Handler on slave dwell receiver 
@return Slave dwell configuration 
@see DwellReceiver*/ 
 

tDEMOD_ADAPT_DWELL_CONFIG (*DwellReceiverConfig) 
( 

void *Hndl 
); 
void *DwellReceiver;     /*!<Handler on slave dwell receiver     */ 
/*callbacks*/ 
/*!Client callback for AGC measures 

@param link Client ID 
@param agcbuf Measurement buffer in mV 
@param len  Number of measures 
@param p_date  Time tag 
@see link*/ 



void (*SendAgc)( 
int link, 
double *agcbuf, 
int len, 
struct ST_DATE_DSP *p_date 
); 

/*!Client callback for Doppler measurement 
@param link Client ID 
@param center  Carrier Frequency in Hz 
@param doppler  Doppler Frquency in mHz 
@param p_date  Time Tag 
@see link*/ 

void (*SendDoppler)( 
int link, 
double center, 
double doppler, 
struct ST_DATE_DSP *p_date 
); 

/*!Client callback for PM status 
@param link  Client ID 
@param PmlockState  PM status 
@see link*/ 

void (*PMlock)( 
int link, 
int PMlockState 
); 

/*!Client callback for PSK status 
@param link   Client ID 
@param PSKlockState PSK status 
@see link*/ 

void (*PSKlock)( 
int link, 
int PSKlockState 
); 

/*!Client callback for BIT synchronizer status 
@param link         Client ID 
@param BITlockState BIT status 
@see link*/ 

void (*BITlock)( 
int link, 
int BITlockState 
); 

ETC… 
} 
tCPU_DEM_CONFIG; 



 
/*!Demodulator set-up*/ 
typedef struct 
{ 
int32s      rng_input;     /*!<Ranging ID*/ 
tRNG_STANDARDS  rng_standard;    /*!<Ranging standard*/ 
double     rng_sim_delay;   /*!<Ranging simulation delay in us*/ 
double     rng_ref_freq;    /*!<ranging ref freq in hz*/ 
double     rng_rat_maj;    /*!<ranging major ratio*/; 
int      do_ranging;    /*!<perform ranging or not*/ 
tCPU_DEM_RNG rangingInfo;    /*!<ranging callback*/ 
int32s     pm_acq_band;    /*!<PLL acquisition band in PM in Hz*/ 
int32s     pm_trk_band;    /*!<PM tracking band in Hz*/ 
int32s     pm_manual_acquisition; /*!<PM acquisition in manual or automatic*/ 
double     carrier_frequency_hz;  /*!<carrier freq in hz*/ 
tDEM_TYPE   demodulation;    /*!<demodulation type*/ 
ETC… 
} 
tCPU_DEM_PARAM; 
 
Connect the demodulator (whatever board is precombiner, etc...) 
 
tCPU_DEM_CONFIG Config; 
tCPU_DEM_PARAM Param; 
tCPU_DEM_RNG  MyRangingProtocol;   /*My ranging protocol*/ 
 
/*configuration of demod*/ 
 
/*connect*/ 
Demodulator = CPU_DEM_connect(&Config) 
 
/*For instance let's change ranging protocol*/ 
CPU_DEM_Get_param(Demodulator,&Param); 
Param.rangingInfo = MyRangingProtocol; 
CPU_DEM_Set_param(Demodulator,&Param); 
 
Most of the agencies exchange services and use protocols from the others.  Each agency is able to 
track multiple satellites and exchange information and data with several satellite control centers 
using various protocols.  Each agency is now in touch with the other one and need gateway or 
software to exchange its data.  The 3801 TT&C baseband unit, as the heart of their system is the best 
place to do this.  Enertec offers them a way to exchange their data and keep their system as it is, with 
no change in their internal protocol. 
 



CONCLUSION 
 

This capability to dynamically switch from one service to another using the most adapted interface is 
a key factor for multi-mission, multi-satellite systems.  Using our dynamic multi-protocol interface, 
the Enertec 3801 TT&C Digital Processor unit is able to support the various communication 
interface protocols to optimize data exchange. 
 
We already see the benefits in maintaining a baseline for our code across all of our projects within 
our configuration management system.  The software base is the same for the majority of our 
projects, even with hardware differences.  On the remaining few projects the software is a branch off 
of the main baseline.  On new projects, it has cut our development and integration time from several 
days to one day. 
 
In the near future we are expecting to upgrade our Uplink logic to become server based as well.  We 
should also be able to configure a chassis through a file in our flash file system and enable or disable 
different protocols for different channels.  We will also be able to provide a “consulting company” 
with our specification and ask them to develop a new protocol, or directly connect customer DLLs 
on our protocol server, in case of encryption. 




